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Abstract. Recent advancements in large foundation models have shown
promising potential in the medical industry due to their flexible prompt-
ing capability. One such model, the Segment Anything Model (SAM), a
prompt-driven segmentation model, has shown remarkable performance
improvements, surpassing state-of-the-art approaches in medical image
segmentation. However, existing methods primarily rely on tuning strate-
gies that require extensive data or prior prompts tailored to the specific
task, making it particularly challenging when only a limited number of
data samples are available. In this paper, we propose a novel perspective
on self-prompting in medical vision applications. Specifically, we harness
the embedding space of SAM to prompt itself through a simple yet effec-
tive linear pixel-wise classifier. By preserving the encoding capabilities
of the large model, the contextual information from its decoder, and
leveraging its interactive promptability, we achieve competitive results
on multiple datasets (i.e. improvement of more than 15% compared to
fine-tuning the mask decoder using a few images). Our code is available
at https://github.com/PeterYYZhang/few-shot-self-prompt-SAM
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1 Introduction

Supervised methods in medical image analysis require significant amounts of
labeled data for training, which can be costly and impractical due to the scarcity
of high-quality labeled medical data. To solve this problem, many works like
[1,24], adopted few-shot learning, which aims at generalizing model to a new class
via learning from a small number of samples. However, such methods tried to
learn contextual information of the new class, which is hard since the contextual
information can be complex and multi-faceted, and can be easily influenced by
noise. Therefore, we seek for methods that require less information, such as the
size and location of the segmentation target.

Recent advancements in large-scale models, such as GPT-4 [20], DALL-E [22],
and SAM [14], have shed light on few-shot and even zero-shot learning. Due to
their remarkable capabilities in transferring to multiple downstream tasks with
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limited training data, these models can act as foundation models with excep-
tional generalization abilities, and prompts play a crucial role in determining
their overall performances. Many downstream tasks benefit from these models
by leveraging prompt engineering [30,6] and fine-tuning techniques [16,29,28]

One prominent large foundation model in computer vision, the Segment
Anything Model (SAM) [14], is a powerful tool for various segmentation tasks,
trained on natural images. The model can generate different masks based on dif-
ferent user input prompts. Due to SAM’s promptable nature, it can potentially
assist medical professionals in interactive segmentation tasks.

When solving practical tasks in clinics and hospitals, several challenges need
to be addressed: 1) How to tackle the scarcity of medical data, and 2) how to
be user-friendly and assist medical professionals in more flexible way.

However, though typical few-shot learning models can reduce the data re-
quired, they do not have the promptable feature. Also, while some other SAM
fine-tuning method [16,29] can achieve promptability, more labelled data are
required during training.

Recently, self-prompting arises in tuning large language models (LLMs) [15],
where the model prompts itself to improve the performance. To overcome the
two aforementioned challenges simultaneously, we draw inspiration from the suc-
cess of self-prompting LLMs and propose a novel method that utilizes a simple
linear pixel-wise classifier to self-prompt the SAM model. Our method leverage
the promptable feature of large vision foundation model, having a simple archi-
tecture by inserting a small plug-and-play unit in SAM. At the same time, all
the training can be done with limited labelled data and time. Remarkably, our
method can already achieve good results using only a few images training set,
outperforming some other fine-tuning methods [16,29] that use the same amount
of data. Furthermore, our method is almost training-free, the training can be
done within 30 seconds while other fine-tuning methods require more than 30
minutes (in the few-shot setting). This allows generation of output masks with
few computational resources and time, which can assist medical professionals in
generating more precise prompts or labeling data.

To summarize, our major contributions are:

– We propose a novel computational efficient method that leverages the large-
scaled pre-trained model SAM for few-shot medical image segmentation

– We develop a method to self-prompt the foundation model SAM in the
few-shot setting and demonstrated the potential and feasibility of such self-
prompting method for medical image segmentation

– We experiment and show that our method outperforms other SAM fine-
tuning methods in a few-shot setting and is more practical in clinical use

2 Related Works

2.1 Few-shot Medical Image Segmentation

Few-shot learning has been popular in medical image segmentation, as it re-
quires significantly less data while still reaching satisfactory results. Previous
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works [27,17,25,1,7,24] have shown great capacity for few-shot learning in some
different medical segmentation tasks. But this methods aimed to learn the pro-
totype knowledge or contextual information of the target domain, which is easily
influenced by noise and other factors since those information are complex and
multi-faceted. Unlike these methods, we propose a novel technique that utilizing
a large vision foundation model to achieve few-shot learning.

2.2 SAM

Inspired by the ”prompting” techniques of NLP’s foundation models [4], the
project team defined the segment anything task as returning valid segmentation
masks given any segmentation prompts. To introduce zero-shot generalization
in segmentation, the team proposed the Segment Anything Model (SAM) [14],
which is a large-scaled vision foundation model. Several recent studies, includ-
ing [3,12,30,9,19,8,18], have evaluated SAM’s capability on different medical im-
age segmentation tasks in the context of zero-shot transfer. The results show
that SAM can generate satisfactory masks with sufficient high-quality prompts
for certain datasets. However, manually and accurately prompting SAM from
scratch will be time-consuming and inefficient for medical professionals. Our
method can self-generate prompts, hence being more user-friendly and can as-
sist professionals during inference.

2.3 Tuning The Segment Anything Model

Large Foundation models in vision including SAM are difficult to be trained
or tuned from scratch due to the limitation of computing resources and data.
Multiple previous works [16,29,28] have fine-tuned SAM on medical datasets.
Specifically, MedSAM [16] fine-tune the SAM mask decoder on a large-scaled
datasets, SAMed [29] adopt low-rank-based fine-tuning strategy (LoRA) [10]
and train a default prompt for all image in the dataset, Medical SAM Adapter
(MSA) [28] use adapter modules for fine-tuning. These methods yield satisfactory
results, getting close to or even outperforming SOTA fully-supervised models.
However, these SAM-based works still needs large amounts of data to fine-tune
the model in a supervised way, yet have not fully leverage the prompting ability.

3 Methodology

We denote the training dataset as D = {I, T}, where I = {i1, . . . , in}, and T =
{t1, . . . , tn}, n ∈ N corresponding to the images and segmentation ground truth.
Our goal is to design an plug-and-play self-prompting unit that can provide SAM
with the location and size information of the segmentation target with only a
few labeled data, k images for example, denoted as Dk = {Ik, Tk}. As shown
in Fig. 1, our model build upon the original SAM model(the pink blocks) which
is kept frozen all the time during training and inference. For each image in, the
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Fig. 1. The overall design of our framework. The pink modules are exactly the same
as the original SAM architecture, and the ”snowflake” sign represents that we freeze
the module during training. The Self-Prompt Unit (”fire” sign) is trained using the
image embeddings from the SAM encoder and the resized ground truth label. The unit
predicts a coarse mask, which is used to obtain the bounding box and location point
that prompt SAM.

image encoder maps it to the embedding spaces zn = ESAM (in), then our self-
prompt unit take the image embedding to provide the bounding box and point
as prompt pn. Finally, the decoder combined the encoded prompt Eprompt(pn)
and the image embedding zn to get the final segmentation output.

3.1 Self-Prompt Unit

To learn the location and size information of the target, an intuitive way is to
get a coarse mask as a reference. After passing through the powerful encoder of
SAM, which is a Vision Transformer (ViT) [5], the input image is encoded as a
vector zn ∈ R256×64×64. To align the mask with the encoded image embedding,
we down-sample it to 64×64. Here the mask is treated as binary, then we conduct
a logistic regression to classify each pixel as background or mask to get the coarse
mask. Also, using a logistic regression instead of neural networks will minimize
the influence of inference speed. Finally, from the predicted low-resolution mask,
the location point and the bounding box can be obtained using morphology and
image processing techniques.

Location Point We use distance transform to find one point inside the pre-
dicted mask to represent the location. Distance transform is an image processing
technique used to compute the distance of each pixel in an image to its nearest
boundary. After distance transform, the value of each pixel is replaced with its
Euclidean distance to the nearest boundary. We can obtain the point that is
farthest from the boundary by finding the pixel with the maximum distance.
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Bounding Boxes The bounding boxes are generated using the minimum and
maximum X, Y coordinates of the predicted mask generated by the linear pixel-
wise classifier, and added by a 0-20 pixels’ perturbation. Due to the simpleness of
the linear layer, the original outputs are not high-quality. Noises and holes occurs
in the masks. To overcome this, we add some simple morphology processes,
erosion and dilation, on the outputs of the linear classifier. And the refined
masks are used for prompts generation.

3.2 Training Objectives

Each image-mask pair in the training dataset Dk = {Ik, Tk} is denoted as
{iq, tq}, for simplicity we denote the down-sampled mask the same as the original
one. The image iq is first fed to the image encoder to get the image embedding
zq ∈ R256×64×64 then is reshaped to zq ∈ R64×64×256 in corresponding to the
mask of shape tq ∈ R64×64. Since we perform the Logistic Regression pixel-wisely,
the loss function becomes,

L =
1

k

k∑
q

∑
1≤m,n≤64

−(tqm,n log t̂
q
m,n + (1− tqm,n log(1− t̂qm,n))) (1)

where, tqm,n is the value of pixel (m,n) of the q-th mask in the subset Dk, and

t̂qm,n = 1σ(wT zq
m,n+b)>0.5, where z

q
m,n, w, b ∈ R256, and σ is the Sigmoid function.

4 Experiments

4.1 Datasets

We split the datasets into 5 parts with equal size and apply k-fold (k=5) cross-
validation to evaluate our method.
Kvasir-SEG The Kvasir-SEG dataset [11] contains 1000 polyp images and their
corresponding ground truth. It has JPEG encoding and includes bounding box
coordinates in a JSON file. The task on this dataset is to segment polyps.
ISIC-2018 The ISIC-2018 dataset [26,2] was published by the International
Skin Imaging Collaboration (ISIC) as a comprehensive collection of dermoscopy
images. It is an aggregate dataset that comprises a total of 2594 images, pro-
viding a diverse range of examples for analysis. This dataset is for skin lesion
segmentation.

4.2 Implementation Details

We use the ViT-B SAM model, the smallest version of SAM, as our backbone.
First, we use the SAM image encoder (ViT-B) to obtain the image embed-

dings. In the embedding space, the spatial resolution is 64x64 pixels and each
pixel corresponds to a 256-dimensional vector that represents the features ex-
tracted from the original image. To train a pixel-wise classifier, we utilize these
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pixel-wise embeddings alongside the ground truth labels. The ground truth la-
bels are resized to 64x64 to match the resolution of the embeddings. Each pixel
in this resized label image corresponds to a specific class.

For simplicity, we utilize the logistic regression module directly from the
scikit-learn [21] library. We set the maximum iteration to 1000 and use the
default values for all other hyper-parameters. We make this decision because we
are only interested in generating simple prompts and believe that intricate hyper-
parameter tuning would be unnecessary and will not significantly improve our
results. By doing this, we can focus on creating and testing our prompts without
tuning the hyper-parameters for different datasets.

During the inference phase, the linear pixel-wise classifier takes an image
embedding as input and produces a low-resolution mask of size 64x64. This mask
is then resized to 256x256 and subjected to a 3-iteration erosion followed by a
5-iteration dilation using a 5x5 kernel. The resulting mask is used to generate
prompts, including a point and a bounding box, for further processing. The
prompts, together with the image embeddings, are then passed to the SAM
mask decoder to generate the final mask.

4.3 Results

We use Dice and IoU as our evaluation metrics. We compare our method with
another two fine-tuning models, MedSAM [16] and SAMed [29]. We also include
the result of the original unprompted SAM-B by extracting the masks that best
overlap the evaluated ground truth (same as the setting in [30]). Notice that
we did not utilize the ground truth in any mask extraction for evaluating our
method. For MedSAM, we set the bounding box (xmin, ymin, xmax, ymax) as
the image size (0, 0, H, W) for all images, and trained the decoder. For SAMed,
we only fine-tuned the decoder for fairness. We set the size of the training set to
be 20. The reason for 20 shots instead of fewer shots is that, it is hard for the
other two fine-tuning methods to generate valid masks with such limited training
data. We want to obtain a more valuable comparison. The performance of our
approach using less number of shots remains competitive, which we demonstrate
in the ablation study.

The results are shown in table 1 and some examples are in fig. 2. Our method
using both the point and bounding box reaches 62.78% and 53.36% in Dice and
IoU score on Kvasir-SEG and 66.78% and 55.32% on ISIC2018 correspondingly,
which surpasses MedSAM [16], SAMed [29] and the original unprompted SAM.
Notice that training full data on ISIC2018, the metrics are a lot higher than our
methods trained on 20 images, this may because the dataset is quite large, more
than 2000 images. More discussion of our results will be presented in ablation
study.

Remarkably, the training of our method can be done in 30 seconds using
an NVIDIA RTX-3090 GPU. In fact, most of the time is used for computing
image embeddings. If the embeddings are pre-computed, the training can be done
within a few seconds using a CPU. In comparison, for other fine-tuning methods,
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at least 30 minutes are required in the few-shot setting. Some limitations of our
work are discussed in the supplementary.

Table 1. Comparison of our method (using both of the bounding box and the point)
to other fine-tuning methods in a few-shot setting. Number of shots is set to be 20
here. We use the the ground truth to extract the best masks for unprompted SAM,
the prompted one is an upper bound in which prompts are generated from the ground
truth. The results of other methods fine-tuned on the whole dataset are also listed
for reference. Notice that, for SAMed, we only trained the decoder. The U-net here is
pre-trained on ImageNet.

Models
Kvasir-SEG ISIC2018

Dice%↑ IoU%↑ Dice%↑ IoU%↑
Ours 62.78 53.36 66.78 55.32

MedSAM [16] 55.01 43.21 64.94 54.65

SAMed [29] 61.48 51.75 63.27 54.23

Unprompted SAM-B [30] 52.66 44.27 45.25 36.43

MedSAM [16] (full-data) 66.14 55.77 84.22 75.49

SAMed [29] (full-data) 79.99 71.07 85.49 77.40

Prompted SAM-B 86.86 79.49 84.28 73.93

U-net [23] (full-data) 88.10 81.43 88.36 81.14

5 Ablation Study

5.1 Number of shots

We perform ablation study on the number of shots (k) of our model. We choose
k = 10, 20, 40 and full dataset. The outcomes obtained on ISIC-2018 are pre-
sented in Table 2, whereas the results of Kvasir-SEG are provided in the sup-
plementary materials. The overall performance is improved with more shots.
However, the improvement is limited. This is understandable since we only train
a simple logistic regression. Due to the limited performance of the classifier,
generating more valid prompts is hard. But if we train a more sophisticated
classifier, it will like an decoder and deviate from our main goal of reducing
data and computation requirement. Iterative use of masks and more advanced
prompt generating mechanism can be explored in the future.

5.2 Use of methods

We also conduct the ablation study of the methods: 1) using only the point; 2)
using only the bounding box; 3) using both the point and the bounding box.
Results are shown in Table 2. The bounding box provides the size information
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Table 2. Results of the ablation study showing the impact of number of shots and
different prompting methods. ”Linear” means the coarse mask from the linear pixel-
wise classifier; ”point” means only using the point as prompt; ”box” represents only
using the bounding box as prompt;”point+box” means using both of bounding box
and point as prompt. The scores here are dice scores.

ISIC-2018

10 shots 20 shots 40 shots full-data

Ours(linear) 58.81 62.69 63.81 65.62

Ours(point) 59.49 61.23 61.52 61.76

Ours(box) 47.13 47.99 49.81 55.03

Ours(point+box) 64.22 66.78 67.88 69.51

Fig. 2. Some examples of using different methods on Kvasir-SEG dataset. The yellow
objects in the figures denote the segmented polyps. ”Linear” here is the coarse mask
from the linear pixel-wise classifier. The scores here are Dice scores.

and a rough position of the instance, while the point gives the accurate position
of the instance. Fig. 2 demonstrates some examples of utilizing different prompt
generation approaches. Since we get the coarse mask from the linear pixel-wise
classifier, the size information of the instance may be highly influenced by the
mistakenly classified pixels (i.e. the left example), in this case, points will help
to locate the object. But the point itself cannot provide size information, which
may cause the model to generate masks with wrong size (i.e. the right example),
in this case boxes will help to restrict the size. Taking the advantages of both
the point and the bounding box, we can obtain better results. More results,
including failure cases, are included in our GitHub repository.

6 Conclusion

Our study has demonstrated the potential and feasibility of utilizing self-prompting
with large-scale vision foundation models for medical image segmentation. We
present a simple yet effective idea, using a few images to train a linear pixel-wise
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classifier on the image embedding space to generate a prompt for SAM. Our
method can be more user-friendly than traditional few-shot learning models due
to SAM’s promptable feature and requires significantly less data than those
SAM fine-tuning models. We evaluate our method on two datasets. The results
show that our method outperforms another two fine-tuning methods using same
amount of data. Since the whole process requires few computational resources
and time, the resulting outputs can also be regarded as raw masks that can as-
sist medical professionals in more precise prompt generation and data labeling.
Future studies can lay more emphasis on getting more accurate prompts from
the output of SAM. Combining self-prompting with other fine-tuning methods
can also be explored.
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A Supplementary Materials

A.1 Limitation

Multi-instance Segmentation The first limitation of our method lies in the
segmentation task that has multiple instances. One can blame the problem on
the plugged-in linear classifier, the simple classifier cannot know the number of
instances accurately, so the spatial information passed to the prompt encoder is
not complete, thus leading to the limited performance. More advanced training
and prompting techniques need to be explored in the future.

Limitation of Modality Knowledge in Decoder We also tested our method
on datasets of other modalities. For example, we tested it on an ultrasound
dataset, Pubic Symphysis-Fetal Head Segmentation and Angle of Progression [13],
which includes lots of high-frequency features. We test head segmentation using
this dataset, see Table 3 We found that the SAM decoder will lead to degrading
performance. To keep the fairness for both of our methods and other fine-tuning
methods, we use k=20 for testing. The result in Table 3 shows that our method
has a lower performance compared to MedSAM and SAMed. Surprisingly, in
the examples in Fig. 3, we found that the performance is better when just using
the linear classifier and then upscaling. The reason is that the decoder of SAM
does not have the capability to predict the accurate mask from the interference
of high-frequency features. This reflects that although the size and position of
the instance are important, the classifier needs to know the basic knowledge of
the modality. To solve it, one may combine our methods together with other
fine-tuned decoder.

Table 3. The results of our method on the ultrasound dataset: Symphysis-Fetel, in
a 20-shot setting. ”Linear” means the coarse mask generated by the linear pixel-wise
classifier, ”point+box” means both of the self-generated point and box are used for the
final output.

Models
Symphysis-Fetal

Dice IoU

Ours(linear) 66.47 53.32

Ours(point+box) 69.67 55.94

MedSAM [16] 73.78 61.22
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Fig. 3. Some examples of the result of our method on the Pubic Symphysis-Fetel
dataset. The segmentation result is not satisfactory in ultrasound images, although the
score is high. Also, the linear classifier even outperforms our method in some case. The
result show that original SAM is sensitive to high-frequency perturbations (i.e edges
or noise in ultrasound).

A.2 Ablation Study Table

Table 4. Results of the ablation study on Kvasir-SEG. ”Linear” means the coarse mask
from the linear pixel-wise classifier; ”point” means only using the point as prompt;
”box” represents only using the bounding box as prompt;”point+box” means using
both of bounding box and point as prompt. The scores here are dice scores.

Kvasir-SEG

10 shots 20 shots 40 shots full-data

Ours(linear) 50.42 49.46 52.91 54.32

Ours(point) 58.50 62.51 63.24 63.51

Ours(box) 46.55 51.95 54.91 58.12

Ours(point+box) 60.03 62.78 65.34 67.08
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